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Vancouver’s

The Stanley
Park Seawall

The Seawall as we know it is only 24 years old.
Considering what an impact it has had on our physical
and mental health, not to mention its tourist appeal, the
construction of the Seawall may be the best money this
City has ever spent on anything.

Ten Things to Know About
the Stanley Park Seawall
One. It wasn’t intended. The Park Engineer originally wanted to erect barriers to prevent erosion. He
thought 25 meters of seawall would do it.
Two. Credit for the concept of a marine walk should
go to Park Superintendent Rawlings who promoted
the idea in 1918. It would take another 62 years to
complete.
Three. The peak year of construction was 1920,
when over 2,300 men worked on the wall.
Four. During the Depression, relief money was
available especially in winter. But because tides were
highest during the day, the workers had to move the
100-pound blocks of granite at night, sometimes in
frigid water.

Five. Much of the construction was overseen by
James Cunningham, Master Stonemason. He
laboured on the project for 32 years, even after his
retirement. Unfortunately, he died in 1963, before
completion of the project.

Six. The granite used for the caps doesn’t come from
the park. In the 1950s, stone sets from the BC
streetcar lines were acquired and incorporated into
the face of the wall.
Seven. In 1971, the Seawall was linked up on the
north side of the park, almost completing the circumnavigation. It would take until 1975 for virtual completion, and until 1980 for it to be finished to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians.
Eight. On a busy day, the Seawall can have as many
as 1,500 people on feet and wheels flowing past its
busiest point in an hour. By comparison, a freeway
lane can accommodate about 2,000 vehicles an hour at
maximum.
Nine. The Seawall is 8.85 kilometres. Or it is 10.5
km? I’ve seem both those measures, and others. Does
it include Devonian Harbour Park? English Bay?
Hey, whatever - on some days it’s never long enough.
Ten. Stanley Park was originally a military reserve,
created by the federal government in 1859 to protect
Burrard Inlet from American invasion. After petitioning the government in 1886, the City eventually got a
99-year lease for the park - which expires in 2007.
Source: the Stanley Park Explorer, by Richard Steele

Here’s a recent attempt on the part of the Park Board to create a
more natural Stanley Park - a salmon stream, one that never existed,
with its own channel cut under the Seawall.
Imagine if the park still had its original shoreline. And someone came up
with the idea of dumping nine kilometers of asphalt, concrete and granite
along every beach, shelf and midden. What chance do you think it would
have of getting done? Well, exactly. Zero.
The Seawall is the product of another age, another sensibility.

QUIZ
How many
statues,
monuments,
plaques and
remembrances
are there along
the Stanley Park
Seawall?

Answer: I don’t
know. Every so
often I discover a
new one. If you
think you’ve done
the Seawall so
many times you
know every single
foot of it, well, no
you don’t.

For six summers, Kent Avery has been balancing rocks between
Second and Third Beaches. His work is both startling and
sublime, constantly evolving, always attracting a crowd.

He’s a unique Vancouver artist.

FACE CHECK
The Seawall is perfect for that most human of past times: looking at other people.
Face Checking requires that you look briefly at every person who passes by.

Normally, we only look at
people we’re interested
in. And we (being
Canadian) are careful not
to make eye contact. But
when there’s a steady
flow of people, moving at
different speeds, it’s
easy to look at a face, read the
story in an expression, and move
on to the next.

Why Face Check? Because if you
have to look at every single person that
passes by, you will get a much better
understanding of who we actually are as
a people. By the way, you’ll only be
able to do it for half a minute or so
before you’ll be distracted or intrigued
by what you see in someone’s face.

RE:SPONSE
Price Tags 44 - Transit use burgeoning
After reading about the surge in transit use, I asked Glen
Leicester, TransLink’s VP for Planning, whether any other
region in North America had even come close to a growth
rate of 24 percent over two years. Here’s his response.
In 2003, the next largest ridership increase over the previous year
(2002) in Canada was Calgary at 4.9% . By way of comparison
TTC in Toronto was up 2.7%, Ottawa was up 1.5% while STM in
Montreal was down 3.8%.
In the US we could find no large system that even came close. …
I think you can assume that TransLink has had the highest ridership
growth rates of large systems in North America since 2002.
The freezing of the monthly pass has resulted in a significant shift
and commitment to transit. … The U-Pass of course has had a
dramatic and immediate impact: modal shares at UBC and SFU
now approach those of downtown Vancouver. UBC transit transit
trips increased from 19,000 a day in 1997 to 45,000 in 2003.
Much of the ridership growth is fuelled by young people - a transit
culture is beginning to emerge here. Of course other factors in the
ridership increase have been better service: the Millennium Line
and the B-Lines have been significant growth areas.
One dampening impact to remember is the fact 2002 was a
recovery year - ridership that year was slightly less than in 2000, the
year before the strike. The strike effectively took a full year to
recover.

RE:SPONSE
Price Tags 44 - Granville Street
Architect Roger Bayley sent in the following missive
from Nagoya, where he was at work - but not so busy that
he couldn’t take the time to rant about one of his most
passionate interests: Downtown Vancouver.
The issue with Granville street to me is not Cars...it is the
entire idea that out main entry and principal street in the
city looks like a bloody bus barn....and there seems to be
no willingness to consider the broader precinct of the two
adjacent one-way streets as part of a much grander and
more thoughtful longer term solution that supports a
marked increase in bus and transit use (streetcar)...
If one considers the three streets as part of the solution,
you end up with a much wider and more activated zone
that fosters and supports business and facilitates
transit....also increases the walking zone which is good for
street dynamics and fitness....a blossoming problem so to
speak.... (There may be) slightly longer trip times, given
the increase in walking distances if the transit load is
shared across the three streets, but this should be seen as
a benefit not a disadvantage
It surely would allow us to treat Granville as a grand
ceremonial heart of the city rather than a line-up of fumespewing buses….

RE:SPONSE
Price Tags - Great Trails
Ray LeBlond, Director of Corporate Communications for
Tourism British Columbia, was sufficiently inspired by
our ‘Great Trails’ series to send in an announcement for
something even bigger just over the horizon.

The "Spirit of 2010 Trail" was
announced on Friday, August 27.
Though they don't touch the Lower
Mainland, this network of trails
demonstrates an effective way to
convert unused rail beds to multi-use
recreational trails that never have
grades more than 3 percent. Thought
you might be interested.
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